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ACROSS
Specialist US lawyer, going after hedonist, 
organised spread of information (10)

1

Plunder was exchanged by leader of gang (4)6
Surgical procedure dealt with twitch 
connected to the eye (5)

9

Tight bunch has good intentions (5,4)10
Hologram ordered containing head of Peter 
Rabbit, for instance (9)

12

Roof worker not starting behind schedule (5)13
Fire largely used to scare away animals (4)14
Central feature of ice age? (8)15
A large swamp dweller eating - it is a cause 
of trouble (8)

18

Become weak after start of triathlon's run (4)20
Relative of the raccoon, one found on east 
side of hide (5)

24

A sprinter needing conditioning to happen 
(9)

25

Dear old friend expressing thoughtfulness 
with sadness (9)

26

Island filled with old, sculptured objects of 
worship (5)

27

Types of cliffs at enormous gorge (4)28
People possessing extensive property (10)29

DOWN
Sick ducks, found by river, wrapped in thin 
sheet (6)

1

Ring a guest discontented with power 
failures (7)

2

Board's wild do, fully transcribed in lawsuit? 
(13)

3

Value diamonds found in a marshy area (6)4
Negotiate briefly to launch special facility 
for condemned prisoners (5,3)

5

Wind and water distributed helium (7)7
Migration of miners experienced river in 
flood (4,4)

8

Old sailor mostly talking to saucy thing! 
(5,8)

11

Enthusiasts restored fine cars (8)16
Pedestrian going after kid is remorseful (8)17
One not handling snake is experiencing 
difficulty (2,1,4)

19

Hat we pinched from distracted town crier? 
(7)

21

Reached tall type of actor cast in a small role 
(4,2)

22

Different consulates not employing a lot for 
head count (6)

23


